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Abstract. Logical architectures combine several logics into a more complex log-
ical system. In this paper we study a logical architecture using input/output op-
erations corresponding to the functionality of logical components. We illustrate
how the architectural approach can be used to develop a logic of a normative
system based on logics of counts-as conditionals, institutional constraints, oblig-
ations and permissions. In this example we adapt for counts-as conditionals and
institutional constraints a proposal of Jones and Sergot, and for obligations and
permissions we adapt the input/output logic framework of Makinson and van der
Torre. We use our architecture to study logical relations among counts-as con-
ditionals, institutional constraints, obligations and permissions. We show that in
our logical architecture the combined system of counts-as conditionals and insti-
tutional constraints reduces to the logic of institutional constraints, which again
reduces to an expression in the underlying base logic. Counts-as conditionals and
institutional constraints are defined as a pre-processing step for the regulative
norms. Permissions are defined as exceptions to obligations and their interaction
is characterized.
1 Introduction
In this paper we are interested in logical architectures. The notion of an ‘architecture’
is used not only in the world of bricks and stones, but it is used metaphorically in
many other areas too. For example, in computer science it is used to describe the hard-
or software organization of systems, in management science it is used to describe the
structure of business models in enterprise architectures [16], and in psychology and
artificial intelligence it is used to describe cognitive architectures of agent systems like
SOAR [15], ACT [2] or PRS [13]. Though architectures are typically visualized as a di-
agram and informal, there are also various formal languages to describe architectures,
see, for example, [16]. The notion of architecture reflects in all these examples an ab-
stract description of a system in terms of its components and the relations among these
components. This is also how we use the metaphor in this paper. In logic and knowl-
edge representation, architectures combine several logics into a more complex logical
system.
Advantages of the architectural approach in logic are that logical subsystems can
be analyzed in relation to their environment, and that a divide and conquer strategy
can reduce a complex theorem prover to simpler proof systems. These advantages are
related to the advantages of architectural approaches in other areas. For example, in
L. Goble and J.-J.C. Meyer (Eds.): DEON 2006, LNAI 4048, pp. 24–35, 2006.
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computer science a devide and conquer strategy is used frequently to develop com-
puter systems. In this area, the architectural approach is used also to bridge the gap
between formal specification and architectural design, and to facilitate the communi-
cation among stakeholders discussing a system, using visual architectural description
languages [16].
The logical architecture we introduce and discuss in this paper is based on an ar-
chitecture we recently introduced for normative multiagent systems [7]. In Figure 1,
components are visualized by boxes, and the communication channels relating the
components are visualized by arrows. There are components for counts-as condition-
als (CA), institutional constraints (IC), obligations (O) and permissions (P). Moreover,
the norm base (NB) component contains sets of norms or rules, which are used in the
other components to generate the component’s output from its input. This component
does not have any inputs, though input channels can be added to the architecture to rep-
resent ways to modify the norms. The institutional constraints act as a wrapper around
the counts-as component to enable the connection with the other components, as ex-
plained in detail in this paper. The open circles are ports or interface nodes of the com-
ponents, and the black circles are a special kind of merge nodes, as explained later
too. Note that the architecture is only an abstract description of the normative system,
focussing on the relations among various kinds of norms, but for example abstracting
away from sanctions, control systems, or the roles of agents being played in the system.
Fig. 1. A Logical Architecture of a Normative System
Figure 1 is a visualization of a logical architecture, where logical input/output oper-
ations correspond to the functionality of components. Considering a normative system
as an input/output operation is not unusual. For example, inspired by Tarski’s defin-
ition of deductive systems, Alchourro´n and Bulygin [1] introduce normative systems
with as inputs factual descriptions and as output obligatory and permitted situations.
For counts-as conditionals and institutional constraints we adapt a proposal of Jones
and Sergot [14], and for obligations and permissions we adapt the input/output logic
framework of Makinson and van der Torre [17]. Moreover, we use Searle’s distinction
between regulative and constitutive norms [21], and brute and institutional facts.
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The contribution of the paper thus lies not in the components, but in their mutual
integration. Rather than following some highly general template for such an integration
we stick closely to the contours of the specific domain: complex normative structures
with multiple components. We focus on two kinds of interactions.
The main issue in the logical architecture is the relation among regulative and con-
stitutive norms, that is, among on the one hand obligations and permissions, and on the
other hand so-called counts-as conditionals. The latter are rules that create the possibil-
ity of or define an activity. For example, according to Searle, “the activity of playing
chess is constituted by action in accordance with these rules. Chess has no existence
apart from these rules. The institutions of marriage, money, and promising are like the
institutions of baseball and chess in that they are systems of such constitutive rules or
conventions.” They have been identified as the key mechanism to normative reasoning
in dynamic and uncertain environments, for example to realize agent communication,
electronic contracting, dynamics of organizations, see, e.g., [6].
Extending the logical analysis of the relation between constitutive and regulative
norms, we also reconsider the relation between obligations and permissions in our ar-
chitecture. In the deontic logic literature, the interaction between obligations and per-
missions has been studied in some depth. Von Wright [22] started modern deontic logic
literature by observing a similarity between the relation between on the one hand ne-
cessity and possibility, and on the other hand obligation and permission. He defined
permissions as the absence of a prohibition, which was later called a weak permission.
Bulygin [10] argues that a strong kind of permissions must be used in context of mul-
tiple authorities and updating normative systems: if a higher authority permits you to
do something, a lower authority can no longer make it prohibited. Moreover, Makinson
and van der Torre distinguish backward and forward positive permissions [19]. In this
paper we consider permissions as exceptions of obligations.
This paper builds on the philosophy and technical results of the input/output logic
framework. Though we repeat the basic definitions we need for our study, some knowl-
edge of input/output logic [17] or at least of its introduction [20] is probably needed.
The development of input/output logic has been motivated by conditional norms, which
do not have a truth value. For that reason, the semantics of input/output logic given by
Makinson and van der Torre is an operational semantics, which characterizes the out-
put as a function of the input and the set of norms. However, classical semantics for
conditional norms exists too. Makinson and van der Torre illustrate how to recapture
input/output logic in modal logic, and thus give it a classical possible worlds semantics.
More elegantly, as illustrated by Bochman [4], the operational semantics of input/output
logic can be rephrased as a bimodel semantics, in which a model of a set of conditionals
is a pair of partial models from the base logic (in this paper, propositional logic).
The layout of this paper is as follows. We first represent a fragment of Jones and
Sergot’s logic of counts-as conditionals as an input/output operation, then we represent
their logic of institutional constraints as an input/output operation, and characterize their
interaction. Thereafter we adapt Makinson and van der Torre’s logic of input/output for
multiple constraints, and we characterize the interaction among institutional constraints
and obligations. Finally we introduce permissions as an input/output operation with
multiple outputs, and we use them as exceptions to obligations.
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2 Counts-as Conditionals (Constitutive Norms)
For Jones and Sergot [14], the counts-as relation expresses the fact that a state of affairs
or an action of an agent “is a sufficient condition to guarantee that the institution creates
some (usually normative) state of affairs”. Jones and Sergot formalize this introducing a
conditional connective ⇒s to express the “counts-as” connection holding in the context
of an institution s. They characterize the logic for ⇒s as a conditional logic together
with axioms for right conjunction,
((A ⇒s B) ∧ (A ⇒s C)) ⊃ (A ⇒s (B ∧ C))
left disjunction,
((A ⇒s C) ∧ (B ⇒s C)) ⊃ ((A ∨ B) ⇒s C)
and transitivity.
((A ⇒s B) ∧ (B ⇒s C)) ⊃ (A ⇒s C)
Moreover, they consider other important properties not relevant here.
In this paper, we consider an input/output operation corresponding to the functional-
ity of the counts-as component. This means that we restrict ourselves to the flat condi-
tional fragment of Jones and Sergot’s logic. Despite this restriction, we can still express
the relevant properties Jones and Sergot discuss.1 The input of the operation is a set
of counts-as conditionals CA, a normative system or institution s, and the sufficient
condition x, and an output is a created state of affairs y. Calling the operation outCA,
we thus write y ∈ outCA(CA, s, x). To relate the operation to the conditional logic, we
equivalently write (x, y) ∈ outCA(CA, s), where (x, y) is read as “x counts as y”.
Jones and Sergot propose a combined logic that incorporates besides the conditional
logic also an action logic. We therefore assume a base action logic on which the in-
put/output operation operates. This may be a logic of successful action as adopted by
Jones and Sergot, according to which an agent brings it about that, or sees to it that,
such-and-such is the case. But alternatively, using a simple propositional logic based on
the distinction between controllable and uncontrollable propositions [9] most relevant
properties can be expressed as well, and of course a more full-fledged logic of action
can also be used, incorporating for example a model of causality.
Definition 1. Let L be a propositional action logic with  the related notion of deriv-
ability and Cn the related consequence operation Cn(x) = {y | x  y}. Let CA be
a set of pairs of L, {(x1, y1), . . . , (xn, yn)}, read as ‘x1 counts as y1’, etc. Moreover,
consider the following proof rules: conjunction for the output (AND), disjunction of the
input (OR), and transitivity (T) defined as follows:
(x, y1), (x, y2)
(x, y1 ∧ y2) AND
(x1, y), (x2, y)
(x1 ∨ x2, y) OR
(x, y1), (y1, y2)
(x, y2)
T
1 When comparing their framework to a proposal of Goldman, Jones and Sergot mention (but
do not study) irreflexive and asymmetric counts-as relations. With an extension of our logical
language covering negated conditionals, these properties can be expressed too.
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For an institution s, the counts-as output operator outCA is defined as closure op-
erator on the set CA using the rules above, together with a silent rule that allows
replacement of logical equivalents in input and output. We write
(x, y) ∈ outCA(CA, s)
Moreover, for X ⊆ L, we write
y ∈ outCA(CA, s,X)
if there is a finite X ′ ⊆ X such that (∧X ′, y) ∈ outCA(CA, s), indicating that the output
y is derived by the output operator for the input X , given the counts-as conditionals
CA of institution s. We also write outCA(CA, s, x) for outCA(CA, s, {x}).
Example 1. If for some institution s we have CA = {(a, x), (x, y)}, then we have
outCA(CA, s, a) = {x, y}.
Jones and Sergot argue that the strengthening of the input (SI) and weakening of the
output (WO) rules presented in Definition 2 are invalid, see their paper for a discussion.
The adoption of the transitivity rule T for their logic is criticized by Artosi et al. [3].
Jones and Sergot say that “we have been unable to produce any counter-instances [of
transitivity], and we are inclined to accept it”. Neither of these authors consider to
replace transitivity by cumulative transitivity (CT), see Definition 4.
Jones and Sergot give a semantics for their classical conditional logic based on min-
imal conditional models. For our reconstruction, the following questions can be asked
(where the second could provide a kind of operational semantics analogous to the se-
mantics of input/output logics [17], and the third to the semantics of input/output logic
given in [4]):
– Given CA of s, and (x, y), do we have (x, y) ∈ outCA(CA, s)?
– Given CA of s and x, what is outCA(CA, s, x)?
– Given CA of s, what is outCA(CA, s)?
The following theorem illustrates a simpler case.
Theorem 1. With only the AND and T rule, assuming replacements by logical equiva-
lents, outCA(CA, s,X) = {∧Y | Y ⊆ ∪∞i=0outiCA(CA, s,X)} is calculated as follows.
out0CA(CA, s,X) = ∅
outi+1CA (CA, s,X) = outiCA(CA, s,X) ∪ {y | (∧X ′, y) ∈ CA,X ′ ⊆ outiCA(CA, s,X)}
With the OR rule the situation is more complicated due to reasoning by cases. However,
as we show by Theorem 3 in Section 3, we do not need the semantics of this component
to define a semantics of the whole normative system.
3 Institutional Constraints
Jones and Sergot’s analysis of counts-as conditionals is integrated with their notion of
so-called institutional constraints. Note that the term “constraints” is used here in an-
other way than it is used in input/output logic for handling contrary-to-duty obligations
and also permissions, as we discuss in the following section, because the input/output
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constraints, but not the institutional constraints, impose consistency requirements. We
have chosen not to avoid the possible confusion, given the existence of the institutional
constraints in the literature and the appropriateness of input/output constraints for what
it is actually doing.
Jones and Sergot introduce the normal KD modality Ds such that DsA means that
A is “recognized by the institution s”. Ds is represented by a so-called wrapper around
the counts-as component in our normative system architecture. In computer science,
a wrapper is a mechanism to pre-process the input and to post-process the output of a
component. there are various ways to formalize this idea in a logical architecture. In this
section we formalize it by stating that the input/output relation of the counts-as compo-
nent is a subset of the input/output relation of the institutional constraints component.
Jones and Sergot distinguish relations of logical consequence, causal consequence,
and deontic consequence. We do not consider the latter, as they are the obligations
and permissions which we represent by separate logical subsystems. An institutional
constraint “if x then y” is represented by Ds(x → y).
Definition 2. Let IC be a set of pairs of L, {(x1, y1), . . . , (xn, yn)}, read as ‘if x1
then y1’, etc. Moreover, consider the following proof rules strengthening of the input
(SI), weakening of the output (WO) and Identity (Id) defined as follows:
(x1, y)
(x1 ∧ x2, y)SI





For an institution s, the institutional constraint output operator outIC is defined as
closure operator on the set IC using the three rules of Definition 1, together with the
three rules above and a silent rule that allows replacement of logical equivalents in
input and output.
The output of the institutional constraints can be obtained by a reduction to the base
logic. Whereas the logic of counts-as conditionals is relatively complicated, the logic
of institutional constraints is straightforward.
Theorem 2. outIC(IC, s, x) = Cn({x} ∪ {x ⊃ y | (x, y) ∈ IC})
Proof. (sketch). T follows from the other rules, and the property for the remaining
rules follows from results on throughput in [17].
Counts-as conditionals and institutional constraints are related by Jones and Sergot by
the axiom schema:
(A ⇒s B) ⊃ Ds(A ⊃ B)
Using our input/output operations, the combined system of counts-as conditionals and
institutional constraints are thus characterized by the following bridge rule.
Definition 3. Let outIC+CA be an operation on two sets of pairs of L, IC and CA, defined
as outIC (with all six rules discussed thus far) on the first parameter, together with the
following rule:
(x, y) ∈ outCA(CA, s)
(x, y) ∈ outIC+CA(IC,CA, s)
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The following theorem shows that we can calculate the output of the joint system with-
out taking the logic of counts-as conditionals into account.
Theorem 3. outIC+CA(IC,CA, s,X) = outIC(IC ∪ CA, s,X).
Proof. (sketch). Clearly we have outIC+CA(IC,CA, s,X)=outIC(IC∪outCA(CA), s,X).
Since the proof rules of outIC contain the proof rules of outCA, the result follows.
The limitation of Jones and Sergot approach, according to Gelati et al. [11], is that the
consequences of counts-as connections follow non-defeasibly (via the closure of the
logic for modality Ds under logical implication), whereas defeasibility seems a key
feature of such connections. Their example is that in an auction if a person raises one
hand, this may count as making a bid. However, this does not hold if he raises his hand
and scratches his own head. There are many ways in which the logic of institutional
constraints can be weakened, which we do not further consider here.
4 Obligations
There are many deontic logics, and there are few principles of deontic logic which
have not been criticized. In this paper we do not adopt one particular deontic logic,
but Makinson and van der Torre’s framework [17] in which various kinds of deontic
logics can be defined. Their approach is based on the concept of logic as a ‘secretarial
assistant’, in the sense that the role of logic is not to formalize reasoning processes
themselves, but to pre- and post-process such reasoning processes. Though a discussion
of this philosophical point is beyond the scope of this paper, the idea of pre- and post-
processing is well suited for the architectural approach.
A set of conditional obligations or rules is a set of ordered pairs a → x, where
a and x are sentences of a propositional language. For each such pair, the body a is
thought of as an input, representing some condition or situation, and the head x is
thought of as an output, representing what the rule tells us to be obligatory in that
situation. Makinson and van der Torre write (a, x) to distinguish input/output rules from
conditionals defined in other logics, to emphasize the property that input/output logic
does not necessarily obey the identity rule. In this paper we also follow this convention.
We extend the syntax of input/output logic with a parameter s for the institution to
match Jones and Sergot’s definitions.
Definition 4 (Input/output logic). For an institution s, let O be a set of pairs of L,
{(a1, x1), . . . , (an, xn)}, read as ‘if a1 then obligatory x1’, etc. Moreover, consider the
following proof rules strengthening of the input (SI), conjunction for the output (AND),
weakening of the output (WO), disjunction of the input (OR), and cumulative transitivity
(CT) defined as follows:
(a, x)
(a ∧ b, x)SI
(a, x ∧ y)
(a, x)
WO
(a, x), (a, y)
(a, x ∧ y) AND
(a, x), (b, x)
(a ∨ b, x) OR
(a, x), (a ∧ x, y)
(a, y)
CT
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The following output operators are defined as closure operators on the set O using
the rules above, together with a silent rule that allows replacement of logical equiv-
alents in input and output. Moreover, we write (a, x) ∈ outO(O, s) to refer to any of
these operations. We also write x ∈ outO(O, s,A) if there is a finite A′ ⊆ A with
(∧A′, x) ∈ outO(O, s).
out1O: SI+AND+WO (simple-minded output)
out2O: SI+AND+WO+OR (basic output)
out3O: SI+AND+WO+CT (reusable output)
out4O: SI+AND+WO+OR+CT (basic reusable output)
Example 2. Given O = {(a, x), (x, z)} the output of O contains (x ∧ a, z) using the
rule SI . Using also the CT rule, the output contains (a, z). (a, a) follows only if there is
an identity rule in addition (when Makinson and van der Torre call it throughput [17]).
The institutional constraints (and thus the counts-as conditionals) can be combined with
the obligations using iteration.
Definition 5. For an institution s, let outIC+CA+O be an operation on three sets of pairs of
L, IC, CA, and O, defined in terms of outIC+CA and outO using the following rule:
(x, y) ∈ outIC+CA(IC,CA, s), (y, z) ∈ outO(O, s)
(x, z) ∈ outIC+CA+O(IC,CA,O, s)
Theorem 4
outIC+CA+O(IC,CA,O, s, x) = outO(O, s, outIC+CA(IC,CA, x))
In case of contrary-to-duty obligations, the input represents something which is inal-
terably true, and an agent has to ask himself which rules (output) this input gives rise
to: even if the input should have not come true, an agent has to “make the best out of
the sad circumstances” [12]. In input/output logics under constraints, a set of mental
attitudes and an input does not have a set of propositions as output, but a set of sets of
propositions. We can infer a set of propositions by for example taking the join (credu-
lous) or meet (sceptical), or something more complicated. In this paper we use the meet
to calculate the output of the obligation component. Moreover, we extend the definition
to a set of constraints. Although we need only one constraint set for Definition 7, we
will need arbitrary sets in the following section in order to integrate permissions.
Definition 6 (Constraints). For an institution s, let O be a set of conditional obliga-
tions, and let {C1, . . . , Cn} be a set of sets of arbitrary formulas, which we will call
the “constraint set”. For any input set A, we define maxfamily(O,s,A,{C1, . . . , Cn})
to be the family of all maximal O′ ⊆ O such that outO(O′, A) is consistent with Ci for
1 ≤ i ≤ n. Moreover, we define outfamily(O, s,A, {C1, . . . , Cn}) to be the family
of outputs under input A, generated by elements of maxfamily(O, s,A, {C1, . . . , Cn}).
The meet output under constraints is
out∩O (O, s,A, {C1, . . . , Cn}) = ∩outfamily(O, s,A, {C1, . . . , Cn})
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We can adopt an output constraint (the output has to be consistent) or an input/output
constraint (the output has to be consistent with the input). The following definition uses
the input/output constraint, because the output of the obligation component is consistent
with the output of the institutional constraints.
Definition 7
out∩IC+CA+O(IC,CA,O, s, x) = out
∩
O (O, s, {outIC+CA(IC,CA, s, x)}, outIC+CA(IC,CA, s, x))
See [17, 18] for the semantics of input/output logics, further details on its proof theory,
its possible translation to modal or propositional logic, the extension with the identity
rule, alternative constraints, and examples.
5 Permissions
Permissions are often defined in terms of obligations, called ‘weak’ permissions, in
which case there are no conditional permissions in NB. When they are not defined
as weak permissions, as in this paper, then the norm databse also contains a set of
permissive norms [19]. Such ‘strong’ permissions are typically defined analogously to
obligation, but without the AND rule. The reason AND is not accepted is that p as well
as ¬p can be permitted, but it does not make sense to permit a contradiction. Permissions
are simpler than obligations, as the issue of contrary-to-duty reasoning is not relevant,
and therefore we do not have to define constraints. Here we consider only the rules SI
and WO. As the output of the permission component we do not take the union of the
set indicated, as this would lose information that we need in the next integrative step.
Definition 8 (Conditional permission). For an institution s, let conditional permis-
sions P be a set of pairs of L, {(a1, x1), . . . , (an, xn)}, read as ‘if a1 then permitted
x1’, etc. The output of the permission component is
outP(P, s,A) = {Cn(x) | (∧A′, x) ∈ P,A′ ⊆ A}
In the normative system, we merge the output of permission component X with the
output of the obligation component Y to get the property that if something is obliged,
then it is also permitted.
Definition 9. Let X ⊆ 2L and Y ⊆ L. The merger of the two sets is defined as follows
merge(X,Y ) = {Cn(x ∪ Y ) | x ∈ X}
The combination of the counts-as conditionals and the permissions is analogous to the
combination of the counts-as conditionals and obligations.
Definition 10
(x, y) ∈ outIC+CA(IC,CA, s), (y, Z) ∈ outP(P, s)
(x, Z) ∈ outIC+CA+P(IC,CA, P, s)
Finally, we consider the output of the normative system. For obligations, the output of
the institutional constraints is merged with the output of the permissions component
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as defined in Definition 9. It is an extension of the output of the obligation component
given in Definition 7, where we did not consider permissions yet.
Definition 11. out∩IC+CA+P+O(IC,CA,O, P, s,X) =
out∩O (O,merge(outIC+CA+P(IC,CA, P, s,X), outIC+CA(IC,CA, s,X)), s, outIC+CA(IC,CA, s,X))
We have now defined the output of each component in the normative system archi-
tecture visualized in Figure 1, and the final step is to define the output of the whole
normative system. The first output is the set of obligations as given in Definition 11.
The second output is the set of permissions, which combines the output of the permis-
sion component with the output of the obligation component. The permissions of the
normative system are defined as follows.
Definition 12. outIC+CA+P+O+P(IC,CA, P,O, s,X) =
merge(outIC+CA+P(IC,CA,P, s,X), out∩IC+CA+P+O(IC,CA,O, P, s,X))
6 Further Extensions
In a single component, feedback is represented by the cumulative transitivity rule, in the
following sense [5]. If x is in the output of a, and y is in the output of a∧x, then we may
reason as follows. Suppose we have as input a, and therefore as output x. Now suppose
that there is a feedback loop, such that we have as input a ∧ x, then we can conclude as
output y. Thus in this example, feedback of x corresponds with the inference that y is
in the output of a.
Moreover, there may be feedback among components, leading to cycles in the net-
work. As a generalization of the cumulative transitivity rule for the obligation com-
ponent, we may add a feedback loop from the obligation component to the counts-as
component, such that new institutional facts can be derived for the context in which the
obligations are fulfilled. Likewise, we may add a feedback loop from obligation to per-
mission. Since there is already a channel from permission to obligation, this will result
in another cycle.
Another interesting feedback loop is from counts-as conditional to a new input of
the norm database. In this way, the normative system can define how the normative
system can be updated, see [6] for a logical model how constitutive norms can define
the role and powers of agents in the normative system. This includes the creation of
contracts, which may be seen as legal institutions, that is, as normative systems within
the normative system [8].
A more technical issue is what happens when we create a feedback loop by connect-
ing the permissions in the output of the normative system component to the constraints
input of the obligation component.
7 Concluding Remarks
In the paper we have presented a logical architecture of normative systems, combin-
ing the logics of counts-as conditionals and institutional constraints of Jones and
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Sergot with the input/output logics of Makinson and van der Torre. The contribution
of the paper thus lies not in the components, but in their mutual integration. The re-
sults established are all fairly straightforward given familiarity with the background on
input/output logics. Finally, we have discussed various ways in which the normative
system can be further extended using timed streams, feedback loops and hierarchical
normative systems.
The architecture presented is just one (rather natural) example, and there may be ad-
ditional components, and other kinds of interactions which would also be worth study-
ing using the same techniques. We believe that it may be worthwhile to study other
logical components and other ways to connect the components, leading to other rela-
tions among counts-as conditionals, institutional constraints, obligations and permis-
sions. An important contribution of our work is that it illustrates how such studies can
be undertaken.
Besides the further logical analysis of the architecture of normative system, there are
two other important issues of further research. First there is a need for a general theory
of logical architectures, besides the existing work on combining logics and formal soft-
ware engineering, along the line of logical input/output nets as envisioned in [20, 5].
Second, in agent based software engineering there is a need for a study whether the log-
ical architecture developed here can be used for the design of architectures in normative
multi-agent systems.
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